INTERNATIONAL SUNFISH CLASS ASSOCIATION
The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1st March 2003.

Measurement Diagrams
SECTIONS A-A and B-B (Rudder)
Amendment: Delete "13/16" MAX" and insert the following:
"¾" +/- 1/16" MAX"

Rule 3.2.5.1
Amendment: Delete the last sentence and insert the following sentence:
"Covering this dagger board with fibreglass is prohibited."

New Class Rule
Rule 4.1.1
Amendment: Add new class rule as follows:
"Nothing shall prohibit two persons from racing a Sunfish sailboat if both persons sail together for the entire event or series. Class sanctioned events as defined in the Class Notice, except for the Doubles Championship, shall be sailed and qualified for single-handedly."

New Class Rule
Rule 3.5.1.0
Amendment: Add new class rule as follows:
"Removal of any or all cork from the mast is allowed. Additionally, a drain hole may be drilled in the mast cap."